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Looking to obtain a junior analyst position that is responsible for producing in-
depth data analysis and implementing quantitative skills.

FEBRUARY 2014 – SEPTEMBER 2014
DATA SCIENCE INTERN - ABC CORPORATION

 Worked on telecom customers data.
 Given the data corresponding to different aspects of a node (like interface 

speed, in utilization, out utilization, CPU Max utilization, etc.).
 Collected over a period of several months until the current day, the aim of the 

project was to predict the peak values of hourly max CPU utility for the following
day.

 Forecasted model and predictive models were built in R to calculate the hourly 
max CPU utility for the following day.

 Worked with a 3 member team to help integrate the model into their tool.
 Bestowed with the task of analyzing geographical coordinate data of our 

delivery fleet to develop software that can detect DOT violations such as going 
against traffic.

 Developed the front end in HTML, CSS, d3.js, and leaflet.js to visualize offenses.

2013 – 2014
DATA SCIENCE INTERN - DELTA CORPORATION

 Built robust machine learning model from time series parametric data to predict
maintenance issues with 99.99% accuracy; promoted proactive money-.

 Formulated equations to determine size of potential market and potential 
market growth.

 Collected data with Excel to construct the &quot;Total Addressable 
Market&quot;.

 Used Google Analytics to analyze fluctuations in customer engagement.
 Assessed marketing strategies.
 Responsible for data munging, building databases, statistical/regression analysis

and data visualization for two client projects.
 Analyzed a $4.9 billion healthcare clients marketing data o Identified the 

relationship between advertising type, promotion length and spend amount .

EDUCATION

Certificate in Database and Data Analytics - (UCSC - Silicon Valley, CA)
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SKILLS

Excel, R, Arena, SAS, Access.
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